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RESUMO
O mercado de jogos digitais está em constante crescimento. Graças 

ao avanço da tecnologia, várias possibilidades de interação surgiram; a 

jogabilidade não se limita apenas a apertar botões em um joystick. O de-

sign visual dos jogos tornou-se mais diversificado: avatares criados com 
o uso de câmeras; caráter ultrarrealista e design de cenário; e um design 

inspirado em desenhos animados e Pixel Art - uma referência da mídia 

dos anos 80 e 90. Tais como criações audiovisuais, a diversidade de esti-

los, gráficos e sons contribuem para um nível de imersão, almejado por 
desenvolvedores de jogos. Neste artigo, focamos nessa dimensão imersi-

va, explorando os campos interdisciplinares da Comunicação, Psicologia 

e Design. Propomos a análise dos aspectos cromáticos do jogo Persona 

5 para PlayStation, por meio de um framework desenvolvido por Russell 

(1980), posteriormente adaptado por Geslin et al (2016). O objetivo deste 

artigo é utilizar esse framework para avaliar as sensações causadas pelas 

cores, e aplicá-lo na análise de aspectos visuais e imersivos em jogos digi-

tais, utilizando como corpus o referido jogo, bem como explorar como a 

ideia de rebeldia é abordada.

ABSTRACT

The digital gaming market is constantly rising. Thanks to the advance of 

technology, various possibilities of interaction emerged; the gameplay is 

not only limited to pushing buttons in a joystick. The games’visual design 

has become more diverse: avatars created through the use of cameras; 
ultrarealistic character and scenery design; and a design inspired by car-

toons and Pixel Art – a reference from 80s and 90s media. Such as audio-

visual creations, the diversity of styles, graphics, and sounds contribute 

to a level of immersion, aspired by game developers. In this paper, we fo-

cused on that immersive dimension, exploring the interdisciplinary fields 
of Communication, Psychology, and Design. We propose the analysis of 

the chromatic aspects on the PlayStation game Persona 5, through a fra-

mework that was developed by Russell (1980), later adapted by Geslin et 

al (2016). The purpose of this paper is to use such framework to evaluate 

the sensations caused by colors, and apply it in the analysis of visual and 

immersive aspects in digital games, using as corpus the aforementioned 

game, as well exploring how the idea of rebelliousness is approached.

KEYWORDS
Color. Design. Games. Persona 5. Rebelliousness
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INTRODUCTION

Games and electronic consoles passed through a wide technical and 

conceptual evolution throughout their history. From the 40s pinball ma-

chines to the augmented reality of the present day, several experiments 

were tested (KENT, 2001). In 1958, we had Tennis for Two, considered 

by many researchers the first electronic game created; in the 70s was 
when animation and special effects started being experimented (VELLO-

SO, 2017); the success of Pong in the 70s was essential for its adaptation 
to other devices; arcades had their golden age during the late 70s and 
part of the 80s, since they provided an ambient where the act of playing 

became part of our lives and economy (ibidem). 

 Not only did games become part of arcades, but also of the players’ 

houses - this process was leveraged because the television had already 

been diffused decades ago (ibidem); the popularization of the internet 
has brought the possibility of playing online with players from all over 

the world; joysticks were adapted due to specific conditions of a game, 
thus transforming into cockpits, dance pads, guitars, and sensors that 

capture motion. Smartphone games emerged in the early 2000s, and 

soon became popular, once they were not physically limited to a spa-

ce and offered several free applications. Thus, it is not surprising that 
the digital gaming market has become vast, given the extensive number 

possibilities for players1.

Thanks to this increase, adapting the audiovisual languages to games 

has become possible. Whilst Pixel Art was the main type of design in 

the 90s, currently there are games that aspire to design ultrarealistic 3D 

characters and scenery, and it is frequently seen at racing, first-person 
shooter, and military fighting games. However, many developers decide 
to keep the pixelated design style. The motives vary: aesthetic, strong re-

lation to the plot, focus on a specific public (children’s games, for exam-

ple), personal taste, tribute to classic works, and many other reasons. 

We highlight the cartoon-like design, similar to several animated movies 

and TV shows. 
An example of a game with cartoon-like design is the Shin Megami 

Tensei series (SMT), a well-known Japanese RPG2 franchise. With dozens 

of games already released, it is divided in the original series and seve-

ral spin-offs3. All of them have a common characteristic: the characters 
summon devils4 to defeat other devils in order to save humanity from 

some catastrophe.
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1 - Available at: 
https://techcrunch.
com/2020/06/26/
newzoo-forecasts-
-2020-global-games-
-industry-will-reach-
-159-billion/. Access 
in: June 29th, 2020.

2 - Role Playing Game, 
also known as RPG, 
is a genre focused on 
character develop-
ment whilst the story 
is developed along 
with it. (LEE et al, 
2014).

3 - Spin-off games 
are derived from the 
original game and it 
contains one or more 
characters and their 
archetypes, which 
are present in the 
main work. (LEE et al, 
2014).

4 - Supernatural en-
tities that, somehow, 
interfere with human 
life.
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The main spin-off series is the Persona franchise, which has become 
more popular than the original (8,5 millions of sold copies versus 7,2 
millions copies of the Shin Megami Tensei - SMT franchise5). The first 
three games from Persona6 and the SMT franchise have similar game-

play; the main difference is that – instead of devils – the main characters 
of Persona summon personas in order to defeat shadows, which attack 

the protagonists. The main characters have to face their own shadow, 

and only after accepting them as part of their true selves, the shadows 

transform into personas that fight alongside the protagonists against 
adversary shadows. We consider there is relation of the personas and 

shadows in the game with Jung’s (apud Frosi & Steffen, 2015) concepts, 
given that Katsura Hashino, director of the past three games, has confir-

med Jung’s theory has been studied for the game’s script7.

Starting from Persona 3, the entire game is changed. Now, there is 

focus on the main character’s interpersonal relationships. It is possible 

to create and strengthen bonds with other characters - and, the stronger 

the bond is, the more impact it will have in combat. They are called “so-

cial links” (in Persona 5, “confidants”). Moreover, the protagonist might 
need to increase a few characteristics in order to be able to complete a 

few of these links. These characteristics are named stats. For example, 

the act of “studying” in game8 increases the knowledge stat, and, in or-

der to start a conversation with the smartest person in class, the level of 

knowledge has to be high enough.

It is also from Persona 3 that each story revolves around a specific 
theme, and all elements of the game - script, gameplay, sound, and de-

sign - are also revolved around each theme. In this game (Persona 3), 

it revolves around “death”; in Persona 4, identity; and in Persona 5, re-

belliousness.

In Persona 5, the main characters are a group of teenagers who call 

themselves the Phantom Thieves, and they fight so that they can “chan-

ge the heart of distorted minds”. They are able to enter an alternative 

universe called Metaverse. In the Metaverse, there are places named pa-

laces, originated from extremely distorted minds. A palace is destroyed 

when its treasure is stolen. This treasure represents all the desires of a 

palace owner, and its theft causes an abrupt change in the behaviour 

whose had the treasure stolen. The Phantom Thieves look for criminals 

and people with problematic behaviour; they invade their palaces, steal 

their treasures in order to make the owners change their behaviour and 

confess their crimes. It is called a “change of heart”.
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5 - Available at: 
https://gematsu.
com/2017/10/per-
sona-series-sales-
-top-8-5-million-me-
gami-tensei-series-
-sales-top-7-2-million. 
Access in: March 
22nd, 2020.

6 - Persona 1, Persona 
2 Innocent Sin, and 
Persona 2 Eternal 
Punishment.

7 - Available at: ht-
tps://killscreen.com/
previously/articles/
the-creator-of-perso-
na-on-life-japanese-
-culture-and-the-un-
conscious/. Access in: 
April 29th, 2021.

8 - Specific activities 
in game can rank up 
one’s abilities. For 
example, the protago-
nist can sit down in a 
table where he lives to 
study and then gain 
knowledge points. 
Other examples are 
working at a flower 
shop to increase kind-
ness and bathe at a 
bathhouse to level up 
charm.
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This paper aims to analyse how the idea of rebelliousness is reinfor-

ced through the chromatic characteristics in the game Persona 5. First, 

we defined the rebel in the archetypical concept and exemplified how 
it is applied in the object of study, supported by Jung (2000), Mark & 

Pearson (2001), and Aguiar (2018). Furthermore, the studies on the Japa-

nese society are based on the work of Hamai & Ellis (2006), and Johnson 
(2007). Subsequently, we evidenced concepts related to color theory, 
with the perspectives of Bornstein (2007), Guimarães (2001), and Pedro-

sa (1977), besides its application in games, based on Geslin et al (2016), 
Joosten (2010), Solarski (2017), and Rogers (2010). Finally, taking the me-

thodology of Russell (1980), later adapted by Geslin et al (2016), a case 

study was applied, aiming at understand the most used colors to create 

the idea of rebelliousness, which moments had the biggest chromatic 

highlight, and the valences9 inherent to the rebelliousness inspired by 

the colors of the game.

2  THEORY

2.1. The rebel

In this paper, the rebel is analyzed from the archetypic concepts (JUNG, 

2000). The archetype is defined as a possibility of representing a crea-

ture or object, based on previous experiences. For example, the mentor 

archetype is imagined to someone older (most likely a wise elder), given 

previous experiences with characters and people that fit in this arche-

type. In other words, it is a common demonstration of the depiction of 

a mentor in cultural manifestations (literature, cinema, visual arts, etc.). 

Jung (ibid) complements that the archetype is defined by the form, not 
the content. That means the opinions, characteristics and actions of an 

individual are not the most important point; in fact, it is the way these 

are transmitted or executed.

The use of archetypes is a common strategy in storytelling, as pre-es-

tablished ideas are used to easily identify a moment or a person (HO-

RAK, 2011). According to Mark and Pearson (2001), the archetypes to 

be highlighted are the hero, the outlaw, and the magician, because they 

all had an objective in common: to position themselves against a reali-
ty with negative impact. Whilst the hero is known for saving the world, 

the outlaw defies rules, norms and habits due to several reasons, and 
the magical is the catalyst of the transformations. The main difference 
between the hero and the outlaw is that “whereas Heroes identify with 
their community, outlaws feel deeply estranged from it” (MARK & PEAR-

97

9 - The valence in-
dicates the level of 
positivity of an object, 
element or feeling. A 
feeling has positive 
valence when it brin-
gs pleasure or any 
positive sensation 
for the individual; 
meanwhile, the one 
with negative valence 
brings a negative sen-
sation for the indivi-
dual. The concept of 
valence was applied 
in our process of 
analysis of the game.
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SON, 2001, p. 124).

A closer archetype for the rebel is the “outlaw”, wich, according to 

Mark and Pearson (2001), is not the same as rebel, because

if the rebel is merely operating in an individualistic way, we are 

seeing the Explorer at work. But if the rebel is ready to break con-

vention or the law, then it is carrying the archetype of the Outlaw.” 

(MARK & PEARSON, 2001, p. 128-129).

The outlaw can be seen as a villain, a revolutionary, an enemy, a mis-

fit, an iconoclast or a rebel. The impact of the outlaw depends on how 
the character is constructed. Mark and Pearson (ibid) give three exam-

ples: Robin Hood (from the homonymous book) is the outlaw with posi-
tive figure because he helps the peasants; Thelma and Louise (from the 
homonymous movie) are neutral figures as they need to rebel to survi-
ve; Darth Vader (Star Wars) is the negative figure that corrupted himself 
when he achieved power, and started to oppress whoever opposed his 

ideals. The authors define Vader as the “shadow of the archetype”. Sha-

dow, in this case, refers to Jung’s definition (2000), of being one’s repres-

sed part that is avoided to being exposed.

2.2. The chromatic universe

Colors are formed and perceived due to physical phenomenon. The 

light is made of waves with different lengths. The colors are the result 
of the absorption or reflection of varied wavelengths when they inte-

ract with objects that emit or reflect light (HEWITT, 2002). In the field of 
communication, Guimarães (2001, pp. 15-16) define color as one of the 
elements of the visual syntax language, and the visual language as one 

of the diverse codes of human communication.

It is no surprise that the color is part of the lexicon of a language - for 

example, idioms like “to feel blue” to express that one is sad (STEINVAL 
in BORNSTEIN, 2007) –, and many times the colors are distinctly categori-
zed based on a language or culture (BORNSTEIN, 2007). In Brazil, there is 
the expression “tudo azul”, which means that everything is great. It is the 

opposite interpretation compared to the USA, where the musical genre 

“blues” has that name due to the inspiration in sad and melancholic lyri-

cs and melodies.

According to Pedrosa (1977), every color has characteristics to differ 
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on different people (ROGERS, 2010). In general, the most stimulated 
emotions are fear, anger, relaxing, pleasure, happiness and depression 

(JOOSTEN et al, 2010). Furthermore, there is the understanding that alter 

the saturation, brightness, contrast or temperature of a color in a game, 

it is triggered a change of the player’s feelings (NASR et al, 2006, apud 

JOOSTEN et al, 2010).

Not only does the use of colors in a game evoke emotions, it is also 

used to highlight an element via contrast. For example, if there is a colo-

red object amidst a black & white environment, the player will be more 

alert, because it is an indication that such object is important in the jour-

ney. It can also be applied to scenery. If there is a contrast between a 

vibrant, colorful city and a pastel, desaturated city, it is expected that 

the function of both cities is distinct (SOLARSKI, 2017). Sometimes, the 
scenery change happens in the lighting. It is not surprising that horror 

games have a darker color palette; an ambience with less saturation and 

less brightness evoke the feeling of fear, mystery, and suspense (GESLIN 
et al, 2016).

The interpretation of colors in games might not necessarily be the 

same to all players. However, it will not hinder the work to transmit the 
desired message:

“Many studies have shown that the influence of colors can be af-
fected by age and sex, as well as nationality and cultural backgrou-

nds. However, studies also showed that, regardless of ethnic and 
geographical origin, humans experience some common emotions 

when faced with the same colors” (GESLIN et al, 2016, p. 7).

4  METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we are based on a case study of the game Persona 5 

(available on the platforms PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4), and on the 

adoption of the framework “A Circumplex Model of Affect”, from Rus-

sell (1980) (Figure 2). We used the adapted version of aforementioned 

framework, adapted by Geslin et al (2016) (Figure 3) in order to better 

evaluate the stimulation in video games. 
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Figure 2 – Circumplex Model of Affect
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rious offenses (homicide, hold-ups, rape and arson) (JOHNSON, 2007), 
the Japanese society is extremely punitive when it comes to criminals, 

and, according to the 2000’s ICVS14, 48% of the population believes that 

prison is the best solution in order to reduce criminality rates among the 

youth (HAMAI & ELLIS, 2006), instead of the probation the main charac-

ter is facing.

As the story develops, other characters stop seeing the protagonist as 

a criminal (AGUIAR, 2018), because is not seen committing any wrong-

doings over the course of the game. In reality, his classmates start ques-

tioning if he really is a delinquent. 

4.2. Analysis of the object

The main places of Persona 5 are the city of Tokyo and the alternati-

ve universe – the Metaverse. The first picture (figure 7) was taken from 
the protagonist’s bedroom, at the attic of Sojiro’s curry shop. It is a dark 

space, with not much lighting and not many colors, and it stays the same 

throughout the game. In the best case, it is possible to decorate the pla-

ce with a few items acquired during the game. Nevertheless, the tones 

stay mostly yellowy and desaturated, which sets the frame on the qua-

drant of negative valence and arousal.

In the second picture (figure 8), the main character is talking with the 
prosecutor, Sae Niijima, in the prison - a reoccurring transition scene 

throughout the story. As figure 7, the ambience is made of low lumino-

sity and desaturated tones. However, it differs from the former because 
the scenery is “colder”, due to the blueness that is predominant (in con-

trast with the yellow in figure 7). Furthermore, the latter is darker, as the 
colors are more concentrated on the left side in the histogram15. The 

valence is still negative, but the arousal increases.

The third and fourth pictures (figures 9 and 10) were taken in dif-
ferent points of the city. Both have significantly more lighting than the 
previous examples, and also a more varied color scheme. That being 

said, the yellowy tones in the third picture (where the protagonist meet 

his friends) give a calmer impression than the fourth picture (where the 

protagonist walks through Shibuya’s shops). The latter is inevitably more 

chromatically chaotic, since it is a place with several shops with distinct 

fronts and signs. In Figure 10, there are way fewer dark tones, especially 

when it is compared to Figures 7 and 8. Both Figures 9 and 10 have posi-
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14 - International 
Crime Victim Survey. 
Available at: http://
wp.unil.ch/icvs/. 
Access in: April 27th, 
2021.

15 - In the histogram, 
done at Photoshop 
CC 2020, the left side 
represent the dark 
tones; and on the 
right side, there is 
more luminosity. In 
the figures presented 
along with the histo-
gram’s graphics, the 
luminosity (or lack 
thereof) is grasped, as 
the peaks represented 
by the RGB channels 
(Red, Green, Blue) are 
closer to the left side 
(less light) or the right 
side (more light).
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